
 

 

 

Abstract— A proper nonempty  open subset   of a fuzzy  

topological space       is said to be a fuzzy maximal regular open 

set , if any regular open set which contains   is    or   . The purpose 

of this paper is to study some new fundamental properties of fuzzy 

maximal regular open sets. The decomposition theorems for a fuzzy 

maximal regular open set are investigated.  Notion and basic 

properties of radical of fuzzy maximal regular open sets are 

established, such as the law of fuzzy radical closure. Some new 

properties and characterization theorems of fuzzy maximal regular 

open set are achieved.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

s is known, a crisp  set is defined by dividing individuals 

into two types - members and non-members. One notices 

a distinction between members and non-members of the class 

represented in a crisp set. But many of the sets and categories 

we normally use do not show this feature. Its borders seem 

ambiguous, and moving from one member to another seems 

gradual and not surprising. This is called a fuzzy set that offers 

ambiguity by eliminating the boundary between members of 

the acute class of non-members. In our lives more cases are 

often not clear and deterministic and cannot be accurately 

described. Such cases are characterized by ambiguity or 

inaccuracy that cannot be answered only by yes or no. Lutfi 

Zadeh [19] in 1965 presented the idea of a fuzzy set to 

describe mathematically in highly abstract and solving these 

problems gave a certain degree of membership to each 

member of a given set.  

This is actually the basic setting of the mysterious fuzzy set 

theory. Specify a fuzzy set as a generalization for the 

characteristic function of the set where the degree of element 

membership is more general than "Yes" or "No". 

 A mathematically fuzzy set can be determined by assigning 

to each potential in dividual in the universe of discourse a 

value that represents its grade of membership in the fuzzy set.  
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This grade corresponds to the degree of compatibility of this 

individual with the concept represented by the fuzzy set. 

Membership scores are often represented by a number of real 

values ranging in the closed interval period between 0 and 1. 

The research activities in this area and related areas have 

found applications in many branches of Science and other in 

life fields as computer science and engineering. C. L. Chang 

[4], in 1968 introduced and studied the concept of fuzzy 

topological spaces as a generalization of topological spaces. 

Follow him  many researchers like R.H. Warren ( [17] -[18]) 

K. K. Azad ( [1]-[2]) G. Balasubramanian and P. Sundaram 

[3], S. R.Malghan and S. S. Benchalli ( [7]-[8] ), M. N. 

Mukerjee and B. Ghosh [9], A. Mukherjee [10], J. A. Goguen 

[5] and many others, all of them contributed to the 

development of mysterious topological spaces in successive 

years. The minimal open sets and maximal open sets was 

introduced by 2001-2003, Nakaoka and Oda ([11]-[12] -[13]) , 

which are subclasses of open sets. K. K. Azad [1] defined 

fuzzy regular open sets in fuzzy topological spaces in the 

year1981. Thereafter, Mathematicians gave in several papers 

in different and interesting new open sets. In this paper, we 

will introduce and study some new fundamental properties of 

fuzzy maximal regular open sets. And we will be investigate 

the decomposition theorems for a fuzzy maximal regular open 

set. Also  we will be establish nation and basic properties of 

radical of  fuzzy maximal regular open sets, which is a law of  

fuzzy radical closure. We will be Achieve some basic and new 

properties and characterization theorems of fuzzy maximal 

regular open sets.  

II. PRELIMINARIES 

We begin with a few basic definitions and results as our 

prerequisites. 

 

Definition 1.2: [15] Let   be a non empty set and   be the 

closed interval      . Denoted by    to the collection of  all 

functions from   into  , a fuzzy set   on X is a member of    . 

Its support denoted by       , is the crisp set        

          . A fuzzy set with a singleton as its support is 

called a fuzzy point, denoted by   , and defined as, 

      {
                   
                  

 

Here we note that a fuzzy singleton    belongs to a fuzzy set   

i.e.   (      ) iff        . 
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Definition 2.2: [15]   Let   be a set and   a family of fuzzy 

subsets of X .Then    is called fuzzy topology on X if satisfies 

the following conditions: 

(1)          

(2) If                 . 

(3) If      ,for each      then ⋁       

The ordered pair       is called a fuzzy topological space 

(FTS, for short).Moreover ,the members of   is said to be the 

fuzzy open sets and their complements are said to be fuzzy 

closed sets.  

 

Definition 3.2: [14]: A fuzzy set   in a FTS   is called a nbd. 

of a fuzzy point    if and only if there exists a fuzzy open set   

in   such that        

A nbd.    is said to be fuzzy open if and only if   itself is fuzzy 

open. A fuzzy point      ̅ if each neighborhood of     

intersection with  . 

 

Definition 4.2: [6] Let       be a fuzzy topological space. 

The induced topology    on the collection      of all fuzzy 

singletons of   is defined as the topology generated by 

                where                       and hence 

          is called an induced topological space. 

 

Definition  5.2: [1] A fuzzy subset   of  FTS   is said to be: 

(1) fuzzy regular open set if               

(2) fuzzy regular closed set if               or if      is 

fuzzy regular open set in  . 

The class of all fuzzy regular open and fuzzy regular closed 

sets are respectively denoted by        and       . 

 

Definition 6.2: [16] Let      be a fuzzy topological space. A 

nonzero fuzzy open subset   of    is said to be  maximal fuzzy 

regular  open set if       and for any fuzzy regular open set 

  in   with      , then       or      . 

 

Theorem 1.2[16].Union of arbitrary member of fuzzy 

maximal regular open sets is either fuzzy maximal regular 

open set or fuzzy whole set   . 

III. MAIN  RESULTS  

Theorem 1.3: A non empty  subset   of a fuzzy topological 

space X is fuzzy maximal regular open set if and only if 

     is fuzzy minimal  regular closed set. 

Proof: Let   be a fuzzy maximal  regular open set in X. 

Suppose      is not a fuzzy minimal regular closed set in X. 

Then there exists a fuzzy regular closed set   in X such that 

         . That is         and      is a fuzzy  

regular open set in X. This is  contradiction to   is a fuzzy 

maximal regular open set in X. Therefore      is fuzzy 

minimal  regular closed set in X. 

Conversely, let      be a fuzzy minimal regular closed set 

in X. Suppose   is  not a fuzzy maximal regular open set in X. 

Then there exists a fuzzy regular open set   such that   

     . That is           and      is a fuzzy 

regular closed set in X. This is contradiction and therefore   is 

a fuzzy maximal open set in X. 

 

Lemma1.3: Let       be a fuzzy topological space. 

i) If   is a fuzzy maximal  regular open set and   is a fuzzy 

open sets in X, then 

                . 

ii) If    and   are a fuzzy maximal  regular open sets then 

               . 

 

Proof: i) Let   be any fuzzy maximal regular  open and   be 

any fuzzy  regular open sets in  . We suppose that       , 

then we want to prove that     . Since       , then 

       ,       is a fuzzy open and   is a fuzzy maximal 

regular open sets in  . Therefore        or      . 

But        then           .  

ii) Since every fuzzy maximal regular open set is a fuzzy open 

set, it follows from (i) that       and     . Therefore 

     . 

 

Theorem2.3: Let     and   are fuzzy maximal regular open 

sets and     and if      , then either              . 

 

Proof: Let     and   are fuzzy maximal regular open sets and 

     and        . 

If     then we want  to prove that      . Now      

                       , 

(by Lemma 1.3 (ii),           .) 

=                         

                            

                    , (because           .) 

                            

                   . By definition of fuzzy maximal 

open sets, we get        

 

Theorem 3.3: If     and ρ are fuzzy maximal regular open 

sets such that      , then                

 

Proof: Suppose               ,then we see that 

                                                

                            =       

And hence        from the definition of fuzzy maximal open 

sets, but this contradiction.  Therefore                 

 

Definition1.3: Let          be a collection of  all fuzzy 

maximal open set of a FTS X ,          is called radical of 

FTX. 

 

Definition 2.3: Let          be a collection of all fuzzy 

maximal regular open set of a FTS X ,          is called  

regular radical of FTX. 
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Definition 3.3: Let          be a collection of fuzzy 

maximal regular open set of a FTS X ,          is called  

regular radical of           

 

Theorem 4.3: Let          be a collection of fuzzy maximal 

regular open sets of a FTS X ,if       and        for all  

              ,then: 

1)    ⋀             . 

2) ⋀             . 

3)     ⋀            ⋀           

 

Proof: 1) Let    ,since    and    are fuzzy maximal regular 

open sets and    ,then          and hence       

         ⋀          , therefore      ⋀             . 

2) Let     and suppose ⋀              ,then       ,this is 

a contradiction, and therefore ⋀             . 

3) From 1) we have (⋀            ⋀         )  

((⋀         )     )  (   ⋀         )   

[( ⋀         )  (            )]    [   (   ⋀         )]  

             

 

Corollary1.3: Let          be a collection of fuzzy maximal 

regular open set of a FTS X ,if     is a finite set and        

for all                  and if   ⋀       is a  fuzzy closed set,  

then    is a fuzzy closed set for any element   of  . 

 

Proof: From 3) of theorem 4.3, we have, for any   of  , 

    (⋀            ⋀          )         (            

   ) , now                 is a  fuzzy closed set because   is 

finite ,and therefore     is a fuzzy closed set for any element   

of  . 

 

Theorem 5.3: Let          be a collection of fuzzy maximal 

regular open set of a FTS X ,       and        for all  

                ,if  radical            ,then          

is the set of all fuzzy maximal regular open set of FTS X. 

 

Proof: suppose that     a fuzzy maximal regular open set such 

that             ,then                               

that is contradiction and hence          is the set of all fuzzy 

maximal regular open sets of FTS X. 

 

Proposition 1.3: Let     be any fuzzy subset of FTS X, if 

      ,    is fuzzy closed and   fuzzy open then   is 

fuzzy closed. 

Proof: Since        , then we have              

(         )                       since 

    and      are closed sets then   is closed set. 

 

Theorem 6.3: Let          be a collection of fuzzy maximal 

regular open set of a FTS X and          for any   and   

of   such that    ,if the regular radical of          is a 

fuzzy closed set then the regular radical of               is 

a fuzzy closed set. 

 

Proof: Let   be any element of  , for     ,          then 

we get    (          )          (     )    , since 

   (          )         is fuzzy closed set. Therefore  

           is fuzzy closed set, which means, the regular radical 

of               is a fuzzy closed set. 

 

Corollary 2.3: Let          be a collection of fuzzy maximal 

regular open sets of a FTS X and       for any   and   of   

such that    ,if  regular radical of          is a fuzzy 

closed set then the regular radical of               is a 

fuzzy closed set. 

 

Proof: Since        for any   and   of   such that     ,we 

get          by theorem 6.3 it follows that,            is 

fuzzy closed set ,which means, the regular radical of  

             is fuzzy closed set. 

 

Lemma 2.3: Let          be a collection of fuzzy maximal 

regular open sets, if  closure of radical          =   ,then 

          for any    . 

 

Proof: From the given                       It follows 

that          . 

 

Theorem7.3: Let          be a collection of  fuzzy maximal 

regular open sets, and   is finite,  if  closure of radical 

            , then there exists an element     such that  

         . 

 

Proof: We assume that            for any element   

 ,since             is  fuzzy open set  for     . And 

                             

                                           

                                      , 

also we see that                     and  hence            

               it follows                            by 

mathematical induction on the element of  , we get 

                    , this is contradiction with the 

assumption radical             . Therefore, there exist an 

element     such that            

 

Theorem 8.3: Let          be a collection of  fuzzy maximal 

regular open sets, and   is finite. Let   be a subset of   such 

that            for any    ,            for any      . 

Then closure radical of                 and closure radical 

of            , if    . 
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Proof: If    ,by theorem 7.3 the result is holds ,if     , 

then we get                             

                         (        )             

 by theorem 7.3 and fact that        is open set ,we have 

             (          )             but         

       and hence                        It follows that 

                       Since    is closed set for any   

 ,then closure radical of                . 
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